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Details of Visit:

Author: Thunderbird1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 11 Apr 2016 12:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07341937752

The Premises:

Private studio flat situated in a quiet cul de sac close to Stevenage town centre. SatNav 100%
accurate. Good on street FREE parking. Entry to the property via buzzer. The flat was spotlessly
clean and scrupulously maintained with a good decor.

The Lady:

Maja is about 5'5" with a superb tanned, curvaceous, wonderfully proportioned figure. Shoulder
length blonde hair, gorgeous eyes and very kissable lips . She is 37 but looks several years
younger!! Her profile pictures do not give too much away - much better to see her in the flesh!!

The Story:

This was my first meeting with Maja so the usual apprehension of a "1st date" went with me. She
invited me in and I was greeted by a very beautiful woman who made any nerves I had disappear
instantly. She was dressed in a very skimpy top that accentuated her body superbly, panties, black
hold up stockings and heels. She gave me a welcoming kiss and her Polish accent has a wonderful
sexiness to it.

I brought along one or two gifts for her which also doubled up as "house warming" presents as she
had only recently moved into this flat. I handed her an envelope containing the "paperwork". I was
very impressed that she did not look in or check it but just placed it to one side. I obviously look
trustworthy!! :-) She offered me refreshments that I accepted.

Maja began by removing my shirt and running her hands over my upper body and through my chest
hair. We kissed passionately while she tweaked then kissed my nipples. Amazing feeling!! She then
sat on the edge of the large bed and invited me to remove the rest of my clothes. I stood in front of
her as she then performed the most fantastic oral I have ever experienced. Her mouth and hands
working in perfect synchronisation!!

We then both laid on the bed and engaged in exploring each other's bodies to the full. She removed
her top to expose her beautiful breasts so that I could give them my undivided attention!! The only
slight "disappointment" was that I could not do the same to her feet as the stockings were a little
thick (Next time!!!). Lol!! We then took it in turns to give each other oral. Maja was VERY receptive
to the attention I was giving her with my hands, fingers and tongue!! We changed positions a
number of times so that we could maximise the experience!! How she kept me going for so long I do
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not know!! Eventually it was time to get "dressed" and make love to this gorgeous woman in front of
me. It was intense but no matter how hard I tried the inevitable moment arrived and we climaxed in
unison (no it's not a myth!!).

We then enjoyed some wonderful "downtime" of pillow talk, kissing and cuddling before, sadly, the
clock beat us and it was time for me to leave. I was offered a shower upon arrival and after but
declined. Firstly I had showered before arriving and I wanted her sensuous scent to remain with me
a while longer!!

Without any disrespect to other women I have seen, this was the most enjoyable times I have had.
Thoroughly recommend!

Am I going back to see Maja? Absolutely!! The next "date" is already in the diary!!
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